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ABSTRACT 

In a Distributed Consensus protocol all processors (of 
which t may be faulty) are given (binary) initial values; after 
exchanging messages all correct processors must agree on 
one of them. We measure the quality of a protocol using the 
following parameters: total number of processors n , number 
of rounds of message exchange r and maximal message 
length m .  Their optima are respectively 3t+l ,  t + l  and 1. 

While no known protocol is optimal in all these three as- 
pects simultaneously, the protocols presented in this paper 
take further steps in this direction. The first protocol, with 
n 4t, r = t+1 and polynomial message size, improves on the 
breakthrough result of Moses and Waarts [12]. The second 
protocol, with n > 3 t ,  r =3t+3 and m =2,  improves on [3] 
and [13]. Notably, it is asymptotically optimal in all three 
quality parameters while using the optimal number of proces- 
sors. 

Using these protocols as building blocks, we obtain fami- 
lies of protocols with intermediate quality parameters, that 
offer better tradeoffs than the ones of Bar-Noy et al. [2]. All 
our protocols work in polynomial time and have succint 
descriptions . 

1. Introduction 
The need for coordinating decisions and fault tolerance 

arises in various contexts, e.g. distributed data bases, control 
of real-time processes, etc. The Distributed Consensus prob- 
lem (and its 'twin', Byzantine Agreement) provides perhaps 
the most abstract setting for the discussion of such issues, 
and allows for the development of elegant methods, which in 
turn may influence practical designs and implementations. 
The problem can be formally stated as follows. 

Let P be a set of processors; T C P  is the set of faulty 
processors, IT I = ? .  Processors from P-T are called correct. 
We assume that the correct processors initially do not know 
the set T . Every processor i is given an initial value, 0 or 1. 
After the execution of the protocol, the final values of the 
correct processors have to satisfy the following two 
conditions, regardless of the behavior of the faulty proces- 
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sors: 

0 

Agreement: they are all equal. 
Validity: they are all equal to the initial value, if the 
latter is unique. 
We shall use the simple and standard model of a syn- 

chronous network of processors numbered with (1, ... , n ) .  
The computation performed by the network evolves as a 
series of rounds, during which the processors send messages, 
receive them and perform local computations according to the 
protocol (the computation time in our protocols is always 
polynomial). 

There are three basic aspects contributing to the quality 
of an algorithm for Distributed Consensus: resiliency-the 
maximum tolerable number t of faulty processors, the 
number of rounds r ,  and the maximum message size m (as 
in [l], we use m to characterize the communication costs; 
see [6] for another approach). The optima for those quality 
parameters are respectively n >3t  [ l l ] ,  r =t+l [lo] and 
m = l .  

In the last few years there has been a rapid progress 
towards higher quality of the protocols (e.g., [ 1,2,3,6,12]). 
Protocols are known that are optimal in any two of the 
aspects, but no protocol is optimal in all three as yet. The 
first deterministic protocol with optimal number of rounds, 
linear resiliency (n  > 6 t )  and polynomial message size was 
provided by Moses and Waarts [ 121. 

This paper provides two efficient protocols wich further 
narrow the optimality gap. The first one-Cloture Vote- 
improves on the resiliency of the last result (to n >4t) .  Our 
method is significantly simpler than their coordinated traver- 
sal method, and perhaps it provides a better clue for finding a 
protocol with optimal resiliency. For n > 6 t ,  cloture voting is 
as efficient as coordinated traversal, while the improvement 
in resiliency is achieved with moderate increase in message 
size. The method borrows from the well-known parliamen- 
tary procedure of cloture votes: weary of long speeches (mes- 
sages), the senators (processors) may vote for cloture; this 
way a qualified majority of the senators may swiftly curtail 
the debate. Similarly as coordinated traversal, cloture voting 
is used in conjuction with the two earlier methods of fault 
masking [5,2] and early stopping [9]. Its development was 
influenced by the gear shifting technique of Bar-Noy et al. 
121. 
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The Cloture Vote protocol, in conjunction with a schema 
used in [3], yield a family of equally resilient protocols with 
t ( l+ l /d)  rounds, and m = 0 (d5) .  This tradeoff compares 
favorably with the exponential (in d )  message size in similar 
protocol family of [5,2]. 

Even assuming that each communication round has a 
large cost associated with it, in any practical setting the mes- 
sage size quickly dominates the cost if it is proportional to, 
say, n 3  or more. Thus it is important to consider protocols 
with very short messages, even if the number of rounds is 
not exactly optimal. In [13], Toueg et al. achieve optimal 
resiliency, r =2t+l and m = R(log n) .  [3] contains a proto- 
col with resiliency n >4 t ,  r =2(t+1) and m = 1. 

Our second protocol-Phase King-improve on both 
results, having optimal resiliency, r =3(r+l)  and m =2. This 
protocol also provides a basis for a family of protocols with 
optimal resiliency, r =( l+l /d) t  and m = C d ,  improving on 
the similar results of [2]. For m - logn the resulting total 
number of transferred bits becomes O(n2),  thus matching the 
known lower bound [8]. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the Cloture Vote protocol, Section 3 the 
Phase King protocol and in Section 4 we elaborate on fami- 
lies of protocols with number of rounds versus message size 
tradeoffs. 

2. Cloture voting: t+l-round, polynomial time 
consensus for n > 4t 

2.1. EIG: Exponential information gathering 
Below we describe a version of the original Byzantine 

Agreement algorithm of [ 11,2]. We reformulate the correct- 
ness proof in a way that will allow us to explain three 
’tricks’ which, applied together, will reduce the message size 
to a polynomial. 

Let So denote the set of sequences from S *  without 
repetitions, and S p  the set of sequences from So of length at 
most s. Processors build trees of the following form: P,yl is 
the set of nodes; the root is h (the empty sequence); the chil- 
dren of o, EXT (o), are nodes of the form oj . In the proofs 
we also use the notation Ext(o) = (j :  oj E E X T ( o ) ) .  In 
each tree, a node o has a value denoted Val(@. A node 
which has final value v in trees of all correct processors is 
v-common, or just common. 

In the protocols of this section correct processors com- 
municate using the following two primitives: 
0 Send(o): send Val (0) to all other processors. 

Receive(o,j): create node oj and set Val(oj) to the 
value received from j about its own node o (here a pro- 
cessor i also receives a value sent by itself). 
The EIG protocol is shown in Figure 1 (CL is the acro- 

Below we prove its correctness nym for current level). 
assuming n > 3t .  

read(initia1); 
(* computation of preliminary values *) 

create node h; Val(h) := initial; CL := ( h ) ;  
for r := 0 to t begin (* execute t+ l  rounds *) 

for o E CL 

for OECL 
Send( o) ; 

for j E Ext(o)  

CL := E X T ( o )  
Receive(o,j) 

Is€ CL 
end; 

for r := t downto 0 begin 
(* computation of the final values *) 

CL := parents of nodes in CL; 
for o E CL 

Val (0) := the majority value of Val (EXT (0)); 

end; 
write(Va1 (A)) 

Fig. 1. Protocol EIG : code for processor i . 

Lemma 2.1: 
a. If all children of a node o are common, o is also common. 
b. If the majority of children of o are v -common, so is o. 
The proof follows directly from computing the final values 
via majority. 

Lemma 2.2: Assume 1 0 1  < t  and that i E E x t ( o )  is a correct 
processor. Then v is the preliminary value of o for i if and 
only if oi is V-common. 
Proof: By decreasing induction on lo[. For Iol=t, in round 
r processor i sends v via Send(@, all correct proceesors 
assign Val(oi) := v in Receive(o,i); later this value is not 
modified. 

For Io1 < r ,  when i sends v via Send(o), all correct pro- 
ceesors assign v to Val (oi) in Receive(o,i); inductively, for 
every correct j E Ext(oi) the node oij is v-common. Since 
the number of such j ’ s  is at least n-2t x, Lemma 2.lb 
applies. 0 
Lemma 2.3: If i is a correct processor, then all nodes of the 
form o i  are common. 
Lemma 2.4: All nodes in T O  (h included) are common. 
Proof: Assume otherwise. Let (3 be the longest (lowest) 
node from T o  which is not common. All children of o are 
common: either by Lemma 2.3, or by the assumption. Thus, 
by Lemma la ,  o is also common. 
Theorem 2.1: Protocol EIG satisfies the agreement and vali- 
dity properties. 
Proof: Agreement is proven in Lemma 2.4. Validity: if 
initial =v  for all correct processors, then v is the preliminary 
value of h in trees of all correct processors, hence, by 
Lemma 2.2, for every i E P-T the node i is V-common, 
and so is, by Lemma 2.lb, the root h. U 
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2.2. The ESFM protocol: EIG with early stopping and 
fault masking 

The entire discussion contained in this subsection is 
based on the assumption n >4r. The protocol we will 
describe here (ESFM) allows correct processors to reach the 
same conclusions as EIG with lesser amount of communica- 
tion. This happens because: 
1) In many instances the final values of nodes may be 

predicted before computing all the initial values (thus 
making the computing of many initial values unneces- 
sary); processors make such predictions through the 
application of the so-called Early Stopping rules. 
Once a processor discovers that another processor, say 
j , is faulty (by the Fault Discovery rule), it may pretend 
that all values reported to it by j are 0 (fault masking); 
this increases the number of cases where early stopping 
applies. 
To  discuss those cases, we borrow notation from 

epistemic logic. We read K[$  as 'after round r processor i 
knows fact 4'. We will drop i and r when obvious from the 
context. Instead of describing data structures, we will pro- 
vide computationally easy rules allowing to deduce state- 
ments of the form K $ .  We note that only certain specific 
ways of inferring knowledge will be allowed. Therefore a 
statement of the form -, K[$ will mean that the rules which 
we provide do not allow i to deduce $ in round r .  In partic- 
ular, in this version of the protocol only initial values of the 
nodes are explicitely stored; the final values will be implicit 
from statements of the from K [ [ o  is v-common]. 

(no K/@ implies K[+'$. 
We will also use the 'everybody knows' operator E r @  = 

A K[$. We now provide rules for deducing a fact of the 
i E P-T 
form [(T is v-common]. These rules are valid provided o E 

T 'uTOP;  this is sufficient for our purposes, because we 
will prove that in ESFM processors do not apply this formula 
to any other nodes. 

K [ [ o  is v -common] if one of the following holds in i 's 
tree at the end of round r : 
(a) at least n - t -b l  children of o have value v ;  
(b) K[[z is v-common] for a majority of children z of o; 
(c) v is the value of (T and node o is created in round r = t .  

Below we show important features of K[. 
Lemma 2.5: Assume that node o E Tn(P-T)  is created in 
round s < r .  Then for some v node o is V-common and 
E'[o is v-common]. 
Proof: Node o is of the form Ti ,  where i is correct. Value v 
from the claim is the preliminary value of z in the tree of 
processor i :  node o is created when i executes Send(z) and 
other processors execute Receive(z,i ); then v becames their 
preliminary value for o. I f s  = t ,  rule (c) applies. Otherwise, 
in the next round of s+l (s+l 2 r )  all correct processors but 
i execute Send'(@, thus in every correct tree at least 
n-t-12n-t-lol children of 0 have preliminary value v .  
This way o is v-common and E ' [ o  is v-common] is also 
true-rule (a). 0 

2)  

For every fact 41 we apply the 'not forgetting' rule 

As we will see, once a processor knows that o is v -  
common, it does not try to establish the final values for the 
descendants of o, therefore the question of the form 'is 0 v-  
common' never arises for o not from T O U T + .  

Lemma 2.6: Let i E P-T and o E TOUTOF'. Then K [ [ o  
is v-common] implies ~ ' + l [ o  is v-common]. 
Proof: For o E Tn(P -T) ,  K [ [ o  is v -common] implies E' [o 
is v -common] by Lemma 2.5. 

Consider now CT E TO created in round r-1. If r = t ,  
then all children of (3 are common and the claim holds. If 
r < t ,  then o has at least n-22 children oj such that j is 
correct and oj has preliminary value v (in the tree of i ,  but 
since they are correct, also in all other correct trees); by 
Lemma 2.5 for such children we have E'+'[oj is v -  
common], and by rule (b) E'+'[o is v-common]. 

For d created before round r-1 the claim follows by 
induction, and application of rule (b). 0 

Lemma 2.6 shows that once processor i knows that all 
processors will establish v as the final value of o, all other 
processors will know it after reading the messages of the next 
round. Thus after sending messages in the next round con- 
cerning descendants of o, i may stop reading and sending 
any such messages. This is exactly the method of early stop- 

Fault masking [5] exploits the fact that if the children of 
oj are created in round r and yet 4Cf[oj is common] then 
by Lemma 2.5 processor i knows that j is faulty. This 
justifies the 'fault discovery' rule [ 2 ] :  
(fd) If in i ' s  tree at the end of round r the children of oj 

exist and for v =0,1 there exist t+l-lol z's from 
E X T ( o j )  such that Val (7) = v , then K [ u  is faulty]. 

Fault masking means that if K [ u  is faulty] then in round r 
processor i replaces messages from j by 0 (i.e. the default 
value). This does not disturb the correctness of the algo- 
rithm, because EIG works regardless of the behavior of the 
faulty processors. 

Assume that the children of o are created in round r .  
We say that the node o is corrupted if K[[o is V-common ] 
holds for no correct i and no v.  Fault masking assures that 
when some oj is corrupted, then no node of the form T j  
created later than oj may be corrupted. 

The ESFM protocol (see Figure 2 )  is run by every 
correct processor with parameter Start = 0, the consensus 
value is stored as Outcome[O]. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, the 
problem of correctness of ESFM reduces to the correctness 
of EIG. Later, Debate from Figure 2 is used in our polyno- 
mial time algorithm. Note that NTS and NNC used in that 
procedure form subsets of CL (the current level of the tree) 
of EIG . These acronyms stand respectively for Nodes To be 
Sent and Nodes Needing Children. Note that if NNC 
becomes empty at the end of round r ,  processor i stops 
(early) communicating with other processors in round r + l .  

ping 191. 

2.3. Cloture Voting 
The main idea is that each correct processor runs several 

processes--called debates- concurrently, together with an 
overhead computation-the MAIN process. A new debate is 
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started in each of the t + l  (global) rounds. Each debate is an 
execution of procedure Debate (given in the previous subsec- 
tion) and evolves through rounds of message exchange; we 
shall use debatek to refer to the debate started in round k .  
We assume that in every round there is a single time across 
processes at which messages are sent and, next, a single time 
during which messages are received. 

The reason for having parallel debates is the following: 
debate, should reconcile the original vote. When all correct 
processors are unanimous (validity situation) this debate and 
all subsequent ones 'die' right away. Otherwise, the message 
size in the original debate may grow. However, if it does 
grow then clearly the default can be safely chosen. Thus once 
a processor is required by the algorithm to send a very long 
message (not unlike a filibuster speech in the American Sen- 
ate), it will cast a vote for cloture. Thus in every round a 
new debate starts-shall the deliberation end? (this is exactly 
what a parliamentary cloture vote is about). Although the clo- 
ture vote itself may be debated, once 'filibuster speeches' 
exceed certain polynomial size, the cloture vote will be unan- 
imous and the deliberation will actually end. 

A high-level sketch of MAIN is given in Fig. 3; inter- 
process synchronization and communication details are left 
implicit. We note that the scope of facts explicitly involving 
nodes is naturally local, i.e. restricted to the corresponding 
debates, whereas facts of the form [processor i is faulty] are 
globally known, and shared by all debates. Parameter S ,  the 
'patience' treshold, is set to 2n3; justification for this particu- 
lar value is given in Lemma 2.8. 

procedure Debate(Start,lnitialValue); 
begin 

create node h; Val (h) := InitialValue ; 
N T S ,  NNC := ( h ) ;  
for r := start to t begin (* execute t+ l  rounds *) 

for (T E NTS 
Send(@; 

NTS := U EXT(0); 
ISE NNC 

for all oj E NTS 
Receive(o,j); 

for all z j  E NTS s.t. K U  is faulty] 
Val(7j) := 0; (* masking of the faults *) 

for all (T E NNC and v s.t. K [(T is v -common] begin 
p := 0; 
repeat 

7 := p; 
if z # h then 

p := the parent of z 
until z = h o r  1 K [p is v-common]; 
Val (7) := v ;  
remove the descendants of 7 from NNC 

end; 
NNC := U EXT(0); 

UE NNC 
end; 
Outcome [Start] := Val (h) 

end. 

Round 0 of MAIN : 
start Debate (0,initial); 

Round k : 
(* cloture *) 

echo only debate, (the debate with 
if K [ h  is 0-common] for some debatel then begin 

smallest NTS , if many); 
output 0; 
exit 

(* start this round's debate *) 

start Debate (k  ,0) (* vote for cloture *) 

start Debate (k ,I); 

end; 

if for an ongoing debate I NTSl> S then 

else 

After round t , output MIN(0utcome [ k ] ) .  

Fig. 3. The Cloture Vote protocol: code for processor i . 

WA SI 

Lemma 2.7: (Validity) Assume that all processors start the 
protocol with the same input value v .  Then all correct pro- 
cessors output v . 
Proof: Under the assumption, in debateo we have Eo[h is v -  
common], and 'so in round 1 for every correct processor 
NNC = 0. Consequently, no further messages are read in 
this debate and no evidence is gathered which could indicate 
that a processor is faulty. Clearly, all correct processors 
invoke Debate (1,l). Inductively, for k 2 1 we have the same 
situation for debatek: E k [ h  is 1-common] will hold. There- 
fore the output will equal v for every correct processor. 
(Actually, the protocol may be modified to have the early 
stopping property) 0 

The next lemma provides the crucial reason that makes 
cloture voting work. When the messages become long, the 
processors know (Validity lemma) that any outcome is per- 
missible, and they may opt for the default value. However, 
any attempt of this kind is essentially equivalent to the origi- 
nal consensus problem. The danger is that the remaining 
number of rounds is insufficient to assure such a consensus. 
As proven in [lo], every faulty processor which is undetected 
(i.e. j E T  for which 7 E ' u  is faulty]) may delay the con- 
sensus by one round. Thus processors may 'risk' a nonunan- 
imous vote only if there exists a sufficient number of 
detected faulty processors. 

What is important for cloture voting is that as long as 
the number of detected processors is insufficient to assure 
that a new nonunanimous vote will lead to consensus, the 
message size remains bounded by a polynomial. Note that 
the message size within a debate is proportional to the size of 
N T S ,  and it is its 'large' size which triggers 'vote for cloture' 
(see Fig. 3). 
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Let F' = ( j :  E'U is faulty] J, i.e. the set of processors 
universally known to be faulty at round r . 
Lemma 2.8: (SufJicient fault defection) If a correct processor 
i starts Debate ( r  ,0), then I F 9  2 r . 
Proof: Since i starts Debate(r,O), we know that for some 
debate, I NTSl is at least 2n3 at the beginning of round r .  
Assume first that this is debateo. Consider a node from N T S ,  
say j ,  ...jr. We can show that for 1 I k  Sr-3, we have j k  E 

Would j k  be in Fk-' ,  then at round k-1 every correct 
processor would set Val (il...jk) = 0,  in round k jl. . . jk would 
be removed from NNC,  and so jl . . . jr would not be a 
member of NTS . 

Would j k  4 F', K,!uI.,,jk is v-common] would hold for 
some correct processor I ,  which implies (Lemma 2.6) 
E/+'U l...jk is V-common]. Consequently, in round k+l all 
correct processors (i in particular) remove descendants of 
jl...jk from NNC,  and after round k+2 NTS would not con- 
tain descendants of jl...jk either. Therefore, at the beginning 
of round r 2 k+3 jl...jk cannot be a member of NTS,  a con- 
tradiction. 

Let ak = I F k  -Fk-' l .  As we see, for k I r - 3  we have 

ak 2 1.  The number of possible jl...jr-3 is at most n ak. 

Would it happen that I F'-'i = ak I r , then the number of 

possible j l  ...jr-3 would be at most 8 (basic arithmetic), thus 
the number of possible j,...jr-2 would be at most 8t <2n and 
the number of possible j ,  ...jr would be less than 2n3. This 
finishes the case 1 NTSl2 2n3 for debate,. 

Now assume that I NTSl 2 2n3 for debate,, I >0. Of 
course, a correct processor had to start this debate as 
Debate ( I  ,0), otherwise it would 'die' in two rounds. Induc- 
tively, it means that 1 F'-'I 2 I .  By reasoning identical to the 
one given for debate, , I F'-3 -F'I 2 r-I ,  hence the claim. 0 
Lemma 2.9: (Agreement) All correct processors output the 
same value after executing the protocol. 
Pro05 
1. 

F k  - Fk-1 .  

r-3 

k = l  
r-3 

1  

Assume first that in a round r <t a correct processor i 
reaches the conclusion K [ [ h  is 0-common] for some 
debate. Let r be the first round that this happens. Then 
for any other correct processor h we have K,'+'[h is 0- 
common] for the same debate (or some other, if two 
such situations occured simultaneously). Thus all 
correct processors output 0. 
In the remaining case we may assume that no correct 
processor interrupts its computation early due to the sig- 
nal from MAIN. If for some k all correct processors 
start Debate (k  , l ) ,  then they reach unanimously 
Outcome[k] = 1.  On the other hand, if at least one 
correct processor starts Debate (k,O), then Ek-'U is 
faulty] is true for at least k processors (Sufficient fault 
detection and (nf) rule). Therefore debate, runs through 
t+l-k rounds and only t-k faulty processors have their 
messages read; this is an instance of ESFM . This allows 
us to prove that Outcome [ k ]  is unanimous. 0 

2. 

Lemma 2.10: (Message size) The maximal message size of 
the Cloture Vote protocol is 0 (n5 ) .  

Proof: Assume that at the beginning of round r ,  in some 
debate, a correct processor has I NTsl> 2n '. For every o j  E 

NTS this processor was executing Receive(o,j) in round 
r-1. The correctness argument of ESFM is that all messages 
which are needed are actually sent. Thus for every correct 
processor o was in NTS at the beginning of round r-1, con- 
sequently for all correct processors I NTSl> 2n3 at the begin- 
ning of round r-1, and all of them started Debate(r-1,O) 
and the cloture is applied in round r . 

Since no NTS which is actually sent has size exceeding 
2n4, the total message size is O(n5)  (actually, 0 (n3t2)).U 

Lemmas 2.7, 2.9 and 2.10 yield the following: 
Theorem 2.2: The Cloture Vote protocol solves the Distri- 
buted Consensus problem for n >4t,  in t+l rounds using 
messages of size 0 (n5 )  (indeed, at most n5) .  

Remark 2.1: The protocol can be modified to satisfy the 
early stopping property, allowing all correct processors to 
find the final outcome in MIN(t+l , f+2]  rounds, where f is 
the actual number of processors that fail in the run. 
Remark 2.2: n >6r. In this case it is sufficient to set the 
'patience' threshold to n2, which allows for messages n 
times shorter (somewhat shorter than in the more complicated 
Coordinated Traversal technique of Moses and Waarts 1121). 

3. Constant message size with optimal resiliency 

~~~ 

V := vi; (* i 's initial value *) 
form := 1 to t+l begin 

(* Exchange 1 *) 
send(V); 
v := 2; 
for k := 0 to 1 do begin 

C ( k )  := the number of received k 's; 
if C ( k )  2 n--I then V := k 

(* Exchange 2 *) 
end; 

send( V ); 
for k := 2 downto 0 do begin 

D ( k )  := the number of received k 's; 
if D ( k )  > t then V := k 

(* Exchange 3 *) 
end; 

if m = i  then 

if V = 2 or D ( V )  < n-t then 
send(V); 

V := MIN ( 1  ,received message); 
end; 

Fig. 4. The Phase King protocol: code for processor i . 
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In this section we assume n > 3t. The Phase King pro- 
tocol is shown in Figure 4. As in [3],  this is an asymptoti- 
cally optimal protocol for Distributed Consensus in all the 
cost measures, but improves (to optimal) the resiliency of the 
one given there. It uses messages of constant size (2 bits), 
and runs in t+ l  phases, each consisting of three exchange 
rounds. Each processor has a local variable V ,  and integer 
arrays C and D .  Value 2 represents 'undecided', whereas 1 
is used as the default value. 
Theorem 3.1: The Phase King protocol solves the Distr- 
buted Consensus problem in 3(t+l) rounds using messages 
from (0,1,2) and optimal number of processors. 
Proof : First note that the following statements are obvious 
after inspecting Fig. 4: 

At the end of Exchange 1 there exists v E ( 0 , l )  such 
that, for all correct processors, the value of V is v or 2. 
At the end of Exchange 2, for all correct processors the 
value of V is v or 2 (same v as above). 
If at the beginning of a given phase the value of V is 
equal to v for all correct processors, the same is true at 
the end of this phase. (Persistency of agreement) 
Now let g be the smallest number of a correct proces- 

sor. At the end of Exchange 3 of phase g agreement is 
reached, because either 
a) all correct processorss accept the phase king's message 

(and thus reach consensus), or else 
b) some correct processors ignore this message because 

they find D ( V )  < n-t false. But then D ( V )  > f for all 
correct processors, and so their values of V are equal 
after Exchange 3 whether they accept the king's mes- 
sage or not. 
Since g S t + l ,  due to Persistency agreement exists at the 

end of the last phase. Validity also follows from Persistency. 
U 
Remark 3.1: In Exchange 3 the king can just transmit the 
default value instead of "2". This leads to an m = 1, r =4t+4 
protocol. 

4. Number of rounds versus message size 
tradeoffs 

Both in the Phase King protocol presented above and in 
the similar Single Bit protocol of [3] ,  the number of phases 
can be reduced by replacing the phase kings by disjoint com- 
mittees of processors. Intemally, the committees run an 
efficient round-optimal consensus protocol. Details, to be pro- 
vided in the full version, can be found in [3]. 

If in the Single Bit protocol (n >4t) ,  the committees run 
the Cloture Vote protocol presented in this paper, for com- 
mittees of size 4d-3 we obtain consensus in t ld  phases, each 
with d+l rounds, and messages of size 0 (d5 ) .  

In [14], Waarts describes early stopping for the case of 
optimal resiliency. This approach is round-optimal, and in 
conjunction with fault masking yields a 0 (n32.1f) message 
size. To reduce the number of rounds of the Phase King pro- 
tocol to t ( l+ l ld ) ,  we replace the phase kings by committees 
of size 6d-2. The resulting message size is 0 (d34.33d). 

0 

0 

Remark 4.1: (Optimal total bit transjer) By having merely 2 
phases (and committtees), and the committees running the 
same protocol recursively, we obtain n = 3t+l ,  r = t+o(t)  
and total number of transferred bits O ( t 2 ) .  Details can be 
found in [4]. Independently, the optimal bit transfer has also 
been obtained by Coan and Welch [7]. 
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